
Post-doc GIPSA-Lab / LGIT : Ocean Acoustic Tomography
in shallow water and Signal Processing

Context and subject :

TOTS stands forTomographie Océanique en zone peu profonde : nouvelles perspectives en Trai-
tement du Signal (Shallow water tomography : new trends in array signal processing)and addresses
3 different tomography problems :

– Classical tomographyproviding the spatio-temporal sound speed structure of a ocean portion,
– Detection-localization of a targetin shallow water, performed using an impedance tomography
– Surface tomography.

These problems, usually considered separately, are studied jointly in the project as most of the me-
thods developed for one of them can be used (if adapted) for the others. Performing tomography in
shallow water, which is still an almost unknown environment, is particularly interesting as its knowledge
could help scientists to better understand streams, tides,human influence and pollution in coastal areas.
Consequently, they need the precise knowledge of the spatial-temporal distribution of ocean temperature.
Moreover, performing the other tomographies to localize anunderwater source and to estimate the sur-
face height is also very interesting as these problems have many applications (acoustic barrier in harbors
for example) which are not solved yet.

As written by Munk et al, "The problem of acoustic tomographyis to infer, from precise measure-
ment of travel time, or of other properties of acoustic propagation, the state of the ocean traversed by the
sound field". The first task to perform Ocean Acoustic Tomography is then tochoose the best acoustic
observables and to measure them as accurately as possible. Then, once the acoustic observables are
extracted, the second step consists inbuilding a forward model linking acoustic observables to ocean
physical parameters. Finally, the last step of the tomographic process is toinvert for ocean physical
parameterssuch as for example, the spatial-temporal temperature distribution in the ocean.

The principal limitation is that tomography needs the separation and identification of the different
arrivals in the signal which is a difficult task in a multipathrecorded signal. One of the goals of our
project is to overtake this limitation in shallow water configuration taking profit of source-receive array
configuration. This will be done developing and using different approaches : double beamforming, adap-
tive double beamforming, high resolution methods. The other main difficulty to perform shallow water
tomography is to establish a link between acoustic observables and physical parameters we invert for.
Classical tomography uses ray modelization of the propagation to perform this task but this model does
not take into account acoustic diffraction. As a result, theway to include it in tomography inversion is
to deal with Sensitivity Kernels that have been widely used in seismic tomography. Studying Sensitivity
Kernels and their use in high-resolution shallow water tomography will be very useful to develop more
accurate tomography methods.

Finally, all these methods will be validated on real data. Wewill have access to the existing FAF03
and FAF05 data set provided by the Marine Physical Laboratory (San Diego). We will also perform la-
boratory experiments in a more controlled environment. They will be performed in an ultrasonic tank
developed by P. Roux at the Laboratoire de GÈophysique Interne et Tectonophysique (LGIT) in Gre-
noble.

This project is thus a multidisciplinary project, carried by researchers from different scientific fields,
which deals with two main tasks : development of the methods (from the extraction of acoustic ob-
servables to inversion) and application of these methods onreal data (at-sea and tank data) to perform
high-resolution shallow water tomography.
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Candidate and application :

The postdoc will be funded by "Agence Nationale pour le Recherche". The duration will be 3 years
and the starting date around September 2010. The postdoc researcher will be in Grenoble, France at
GIPSA-Lab, and will be involved in a strong collaboration between GIPSA-Lab (Signal Processing) and
LGIT (Acoustic).

Candidates must hold a PhD in signal processing or acoustics. A good background in underwater
acoustics and good programming skills in Matlab would be appreciated.

Application : please send a CV with your list of publications, references and letters of recommenda-
tion by email to Barbara Nicolas with copy to Philippe Roux and Jerome Mars.

Contacts :
Barbara NICOLAS, GIPSA-Lab, barbara.nicolas@gipsa-lab.inpg.fr
Philippe ROUX, LGIT, philippe.roux@obs.ujf-grenoble.fr
Jérôme MARS, GIPSA-Lab, jerome.mars@gipsa-lab.inpg.fr

Localisation :
GIPSA-Lab, Dep Image Signal
961 rue de la Houille Blanche, Domaine Universitaire, BP 46
38402 Saint Martin d’Heres cedex, France
Tel : 04 76 82 64 22
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